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Hillary, Health Care, and “Remolding” Government
Even before her health care plan is ready to reveal to
the public, Hillary Rodham Clinton has started her bareknuckles campaign for a “revolution” in American health
care. It’s based on the customary Clinton tactics of class
envy and of demonizing targets, i.e., vilifying the alleged
“price gouging, cost shifting and unconscionable
profiteering” of insurance companies, drug companies and
doctors.
So much for her scapegoating rhetoric. But what’s
actually in her “comprehensive benefits package”? Will it
include all the horrendously expensive items that Friends
of Hillary are demanding, such as long-term care, care for
mental and addictive disorders, and care for illegal
immigrants? If dental care is to be included, why not
eyeglasses? What about prescription drugs? How high
will new payroll taxes have to go?
Will Hillary’s “universal coverage” be just like
putting all Americans on Medicaid? The Clinton plan
will surely include vastly higher taxes, higher health care
prices despite obnoxious price controls, oppressive
government mandates of all kinds, depriving Americans of
their right to choose their own doctors, forcing us to pay
for elective middle-class abortions as part of the “basic
health care package,” and a national I.D. card that invades
the privacy of all Americans.
The one specific Hillary promises is “peace of mind.”
That doesn’t tell us anything about what benefits we will
get or how much they will cost, but it tells a lot about
Hillary’s vision of the White House stage she struts on.
Just as Hillary was getting ready to unveil her health
care plan, she made a remarkable speech at the University
of Texas at Austin on April 6, 1993 in which she rolled
out her desire “to remold society by redefining what it
means to be a human being in the 20th century.” Her
speech was reported and dissected by the New York Times
Magazine (May 23, 1993) with illustrations that portray
Mrs. Clinton as “Saint Hillary” complete with sword (not
a cross), leading the way to “the remaking of the American
way of politics, government, indeed life.”
It’s important to realize the scope of Hillary
Rodham Clinton’s ambitious vision to “remold society
in the West” in order to put into perspective her plan to

take over the $850 billion-a-year pot of gold which
Americans now spend on health care. She thinks that
Western society needs to be “remolded” and “redefined”
(two of her favorite words), and she thinks she is ready to
take on the responsibility.
Hillary calls for “a new politics of meaning.” (Does
she mean a new meaning of politics?) She even thinks
that she has “to first create a language that would better
communicate what we are trying to say, and the policies
would flow from that language.”
There’s nothing new about a national leader trying to
get his countrymen to follow his vision of where the
nation should be headed. But it’s another kettle of fish
when an unelected national leader (with unprecedented
governmental power) is leading us down a road that has
already proven to be a dead end.
In her Texas speech, Hillary admitted that she’s having
a hard time finding any meaning to life, government, or
their relationship. She said, “We lack at some core level
meaning in our individual lives and meaning collectively.”
“We are in a crisis of meaning,” she theorized. “What
do our governmental institutions mean? What do our lives
in today’s world mean? . . . What does it mean in today’s
world to pursue not only vocations, to be part of
institutions, but to be human?” She admits she finds it
difficult “to redefine who we are as human beings in this
post-modem age.”
The New York Times Magazine called her speech “at
times slightly incoherent,” and described her meanderings
as “a thicket of theologies and ideologies, a mix of Bible
and Bill Moyers, of New Testament and New Age.” Is
this the one we want to be in charge of redesigning the
$850 billion health care industry?
Hillary sounds genuinely concerned about poverty,
violence, family breakdown, and the direction the world
seems to be headed. The trouble with her “solutions” is
that they are just more radical versions of the wrongheaded
policies that got us here in the first place. There is no
evidence that she or the groups she has brought to
Washington have the answers to the problems that she is
worried about because all her associates clamor for the
same “solution”: more government.

Hillary Rodham Clinton’s 1993 Texas speech is the
descendant of her graduation speech from Wellesley
College in 1969. Hillary Rodham said then that she was
searching for “more immediate, ecstatic and penetrating
modes of living,” so that she could come “to terms with
our humanness” and “talk about reality sometime,
authentic reality, inauthentic reality.”
She seems still as confused about the meaning of life
and the role of government as she was 24 years earlier.
The search for her identity and for life’s meaning, and the
obsession with language and definitions, sound a bit like
all-night bull sessions in college.
Comparing her adolescent 1969 speech with her 1993
First Lady speech, the New York Times concludes, “They
share all the same traits: vaulting ambition, didactic
moralizing, intellectual incoherence and the adolescent
assumption that the past does not exist and the present
needs only your guiding hand to create the glorious
future.”
The New York Times Magazine concluded that Hillary
is still firm in “the conviction of her [1960s] generation
that it was destined (and equipped) to teach the world the
errors of its ways.” Now that she has lucked into the halls
of real power, she feels moved to articulate “the collective
spirit of the Clinton Administration” based on “the cocky
assurance of its faith in the ideas of its own design.”
Yet, most of what Hillary sees as wrong with America
today was caused, at least in part, by the liberal spending
extravagances of the 1960s that were invented by the
intellectual elite of her own generation and brought into
being by the liberal politicians of her own party. If it is
necessary to remake society, why should someone who
personifies the generation that threw out the old societal
standards, replacing them with Big Brother Knows Best,
now lead the charge into the future?
We should beware of leaders who yearn to impose their
visions on the world and who have managed to acquire the
power of government. The 20th century is a laboratory of
many such failed experiments. As Paul Johnson, the
preeminent chronicler of this century, wrote: “Throughout
those years, the power of the State to do evil expanded
with awesome speed. Its power to do good grew slowly
and ambiguously.”

“Peace of Mind” Is What It Isn’t

Let’s suppose that millions of Americans are worried
because they have no health insurance and are afraid of
getting ill, and that millions more who do have health
insurance are worried that they may lose their job and,
with it, their company health insurance. That may sound
like a description of today’s health care crisis, but that was
the same situation we faced when Lyndon Johnson became
President.
In the 1960s, health insurance was largely employerbased, as it is now. Workers had insurance, but retirees
and the non-working poor were left out in the cold,
without insurance. Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society
responded with Medicare for the elderly and Medicaid for
the poor. In theory, this was supposed to provide health
insurance for the uninsured (with company-paid health
plans taking care of the employed).

But a funny thing happened on the way to universal
coverage, and now, 30 years later, our country is in the
very same fix. As Yogi Berra would say, “It’s deja vu all
over again.” If we supposedly devised the formula for
universal health insurance in the mid-1960s, why is that
goal even further away today?
To the surprise of the Great Society liberals, the costs
of Medicare and Medicaid have vastly exceeded the most
extravagant original projections. At the outset of
Medicare, the House Ways and Means Committee
estimated that it would cost about $12 billion by 1990,
even allowing for inflation. In actual fact, the cost of
Medicare shot up from $3 billion in 1966 to $129 billion
in 1992. The cost of Medicaid will hit $120 billion this
year, up from $52 billion in 1988, despite price controls on
doctors and hospitals.
Medicare and Medicaid pushed up the cost of medical
care for everyone else, too. Since Medicare and Medicaid
now pay less than private insurance, hospitals resort to
“cost-shifting,” so that private insurance (mostly paid by
employers) not only subsidizes the cost of medical care for
the uninsured but also for those on the government
programs.
The most important of many reasons why Medicare and
Medicaid pushed health care costs up faster than the
consumer price index is the way the system changed.
Before Medicare and Medicaid, patients who could not pay
were usually cared for by doctors in training under the
voluntary supervision of private doctors donating their
time.
After the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid, teaching
institutions dismissed those doctors and instead hired
fulltime doctors for whose services they billed the
government. Costs rose dramatically to pay for the
medical care that was formerly given without charge.
The liberals cheered this change because they regard
charity care as a quaint medieval concept out of touch with
modem times. They regard it as unfair to have a twotiered system in which those who have money can
purchase a private room with a TV while those receiving
health care without charge have “ward” or “clinic” care.
The problem with the liberals’ plan is that Medicare
and Medicaid are going broke. The annual report from the
Medicare Trust Fund issued April 6, 1993 states that
Medicare will be out of money before the end of this
decade — in spite of the price controls already imposed on
doctors and hospitals and huge increases in Medicare
payroll taxes.
Yet, amazingly, even though the government cannot pay
for the health care commitments it has already made, the
Clinton Administration wants to increase the scope of taxpaid government involvement!
The Clintons are trying to sell increased government
involvement in health care by telling us it will give
Americans “peace of mind.” But it’s ridiculous that
anybody could have peace of mind about extending to
the rest of the population the type of coverage that is
already puncturing the peace of mind of those on
Medicare and Medicaid.
Canada has already given us a good demonstration of
the failure of the liberal dream of universal one-tiered

health care. Canadians who can afford to escape the
“universal” system are buying a new type of health
insurance that pays for care in American hospitals when
they find themselves on the waiting list in Canada.
All human experience shows that it is futile for the
government to manage and pay for universal health care
that provides the same level of care for all. Instead, the
best way to address the need for lower-income Americans
to buy health insurance is to change our present tax code
to permit every American the opportunity to establish an
individual medical savings account purchased with pre-tax
dollars (either by the employer or the individual).
How do we take care of poor people in America who
don’t have enough to eat? Fortunately, the Federal
Government has not ordered “Managed Competition”
among combinations of farms, grocery stores and
restaurants, making us all eat at three or four huge
cafeterias in each city, all offering the same governmentapproved menu.
Instead, the government gives food stamps to the needy
who, within some guidelines, make their own choices of
food and grocery stores. That’s the model for health care
reform — not the failed Canadian one-tiered “universal”
system managed by the government.

Big Business Wants a Bail-Out

Chrysler is asking for higher taxes on all Americans in
order to bail itself out of a jam. Walter Maher, Chrysler’s
chief lobbyist says, “Some sort of payroll tax as a way of
financing health care for workers is appropriate.”
Chrysler isn’t the only big corporation cuddling up to
Clinton’s extravagant health care plan that calls for higher
taxes. The other big auto makers and Fortune 500
companies also have promised expensive health benefits to
their employees and their retirees and now they are
squirming under Financial Accounting Standard No. 106.
This new rule requires companies to recognize all future
health care liabilities on their current financial statements.
These big companies think it isn’t fair that they pay
such high costs for health care. So they want to dump
their health-care burden onto the backs of the taxpayers.
They are supporting a Clinton-style “reform” that would
force all employers to insure workers and perhaps create
a single-payer system.
Rep. Pete Stark (D-CA), a chief spokesman for the
liberals on health care, makes no secret about the politics
of it all. “The likely winners [of health care reform],” he
says, “are Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, the telephone
companies, the big bargain plans.”
Consider two similar businesses in competition in
Anytown, USA. Mr. Goodguy of the ABC Company
gives health insurance to his employees, while Mr. Badguy
of the XYZ Company does not because his is a new
company and can’t afford it. When XYZ employees get
sick and go to Anytown’s General Hospital, they get much
of their care free since they don’t have insurance. General
Hospital, in turn, charges the ABC Company more to
cover the cost of care for the XYZ employees. That’s
called cost-shifting.
As Mr. Goodguy sees it, it’s just not fair, and he thinks
the Clinton Administration “is just what the doctor

ordered” to relieve him of his financial burden. Mr.
Badguy, however, doesn’t like this medicine because the
Clinton plan will drive him out of business with
unaffordable health care costs.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has among its
members both companies that offer health insurance
benefits and those that don’t. The Chamber wants to
satisfy both types of employers and, at the same time, play
ball with the Clinton Administration. In its April 1993
newsletter to its members, the Chamber said “it would
accept a requirement for coverage of employees and their
dependents but only if government subsidies were
available to employers and employees unable to pay the
full cost of premiums.”
The Chamber is not facing up to two fundamental
questions: How much will the government subsidies cost
and who will pay for them? If, as the Chamber advocates,
“all individuals should be required to have health
insurance,” where will the money come from?
Obviously, it will come from taxes on businesses and
individuals who are making money. So today’s costshifting will just become cost-shifting on a grander scale
in which the money is taken from profitable businesses,
cycled through Washington, D.C., and then distributed to
struggling businesses as the bureaucrats see fit.
Fortunately for the taxpayers, not all businessmen are
falling for the tricks of the Clinton Magic Show. The
National Federation of Independent Business opposes
government interference such as mandatory employerbased health insurance. The vice president of the National
Restaurant Association had the courage to tell Vice
President A1 Gore that “the concept of mandates is unAmerican.”
Business needs to learn the lessons of Medicare and
Medicaid. Thirty years ago, business thought that
Medicare and Medicaid would solve the problem of the
uninsured elderly and poor, and also eliminate what was
then a very minor cost-shifting problem. However,
Medicare/Medicaid not only increased the direct costs to
business via higher taxes, but tremendously aggravated the
cost-shifting burden. Today, it’s a $1,000 per day hospital
bill being shifted, compared to the $100 per day preMedicare/Medicaid hospital bill.
Not only has the overall cost of health care paid by
everyone greatly increased, but the proportion borne by
business has also increased. In 1965, households paid
61% of national health care expenses, government 21%,
and business 17%. By 1989, households were paying
37%, government 31%, and business 30%.
The solution to Mr. Goodguy’s cost-shifting problem
and his “unfair” competition from Mr. Badguy is certainly
not to pass a law requiring Mr. Badguy to provide health
insurance, and then taxing Mr. Goodguy to subsidize Mr.
Badguy. The solution is to break the link that ties an
employee’s insurance to his job with his present employer.
This can be done by allowing individuals to buy
health care insurance with pre-tax dollars just like
employers do, and by allowing individuals to have their
own medical savings accounts (medical IRAs) that are
portable and travel with the employee if he leaves his job.
These relatively simple changes in the tax code will give

every American the opportunity to set up an Individual
Medical Savings Account under a policy of tax fairness.

Conspiring to Milk the Taxpayers

Ever wonder why the more tax money we allow the
politicians to take from us, the more they devise ingenious
ways to spend still more?
A good example is what’s happening to Medicaid, the
program intended to provide health care for poor people.
Medicaid costs federal and state taxpayers $120 billion per
year, and is the fastest growing item in the federal budget.
The states administer the Medicaid program under a
matching system under which the Federal Government
pays 60 percent of approved Medicaid costs. After
growing at the rate of 15 percent per year between 1985
and 1991, federal Medicaid spending jumped by an
astounding 31 percent between 1991 and 1992, roughly 10
times the national inflation rate.
But that tremendous increase wasn’t enough to satisfy
the demand by the states for more taxpayers’ money. The
states could get more Medicaid money if they increased
their 40 percent contribution, but public resistance to
raising state taxes has slowed down this approach.
Missouri bureaucrats have come up with an aggressive,
innovative way to snag more federal money into
M issouri’s Medicaid program without spending the
additional state money that would normally be required
under the 60-40 formula. It’s a plan to juggle the state
funds earmarked for the public schools in such a way as to
make it appear that Missouri is entitled to millions more
federal Medicaid matching dollars than it really is. As
House Budget Committee Chairman Chris Kelly said, “It
demonstrates the genius of [Missouri Division of Medical
Services Director] Donna Checkett.”
If a public school district participates in this plan, the
state transfers part of that district’s state-aid school money
into a new “health initiatives fund.” The money stays in
that account just long enough — perhaps only 48 hours —
to apply for and rake in federal matching Medicaid funds.
For example, if Missouri puts $1 million into this ghost
account, the Federal Government under the 60-40 formula
adds $1.5 million. The conniving Missouri bureaucrats
then split the pot of gold. The school district doubles its
money — it gets the original $ 1 million it was due to get
for public schools plus $1 million of new federal money.
The state of Missouri picks up a windfall profit of
$500,000.
The schools can use the federal money for practically
any health-related purpose, such as school-based health
clinics that provide referrals for contraceptives and
abortions. They can spend it to teach children that health
care is a “free” service provided as a matter of “right” by
a benevolent government, independent of their parents.
The same public schools that have failed so miserably
to teach reading, writing and arithmetic are eager to branch
out into health care and convert the public schools into a
“one-stop shopping center” for children. The National
Education Association is a major player in this process
because the NEA has repeatedly endorsed “national health
insurance” with “universal access,” euphemisms for
socialized medicine.

The Independence, Missouri, school district blazed the
trail for this plan last year. Independence received $1
million in Medicaid money and used it to add six new
nurses and two therapists, as well as to provide various
services selected at the discretion of the school staff.
Missouri state legislators thought that this was such a
neat idea that they just passed a bill to extend the scam
statewide. It is estimated that this trick will bring $33
million more federal matching money into the state
purportedly for Medicaid purposes, but which will actually
be a cookie jar fund for the state bureaucrats.
And how do they want to spend it? The day after the
bill passed in May, the Missouri Division of Family
Services announced that it plans to hire 505 new
employees — caseworkers, supervisors and clerk-typists —
at a cost of $16 million. Already, more Americans work
in government than in manufacturing!
Thus, the major goal of this money laundering is to hire
new tax-salaried employees and expand the turf of the
already gigantic apparatus of social service professionals.
These 505 new bureaucrats will spend a significant portion
of their energies conniving to get more taxpayers’ money
in the future and emitting howls of anguish about
“heartless cuts” if anyone tries to shut down their racket.
Congress did not vote to give this extra $33 million to
Missouri. Medicaid is what we call an “entitlement.”
That means that some people are “entitled” to dip into the
federal treasury under a formula that allows them to
increase their “take” without a specific vote by Congress.
You can bet that the “Missouri plan” will spread to other
states. So the federal deficit will be even greater than
expected, and big government will get even bigger under
the Clinton Administration.

W hat’s at Stake in Health Care Reform?
This is the title of our Febmary 1993 Phyllis Schlafly
Report — and it’s been one of our all time “best-sellers.”
It tells what’s wrong with the Clinton Administration health
care proposals — and it gives the solution to our health
care problems. Massive distribution of this February
Report can put health care reform on the right track — and
can prevent the Clinton Administration from shoving all
Americans into a Medicaid-type socialized-medicine
bureaucracy. Distribute copies to Congressmen, opinion
makers, community leaders, friends and neighbors. Copies
are still available at the prices listed in the box below.
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